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1. Choose the correct answer.  

1.The doorbell rang while I____________. 

A. slept.                                      B. sleep                                         C. was sleeping  

2. Ibn Rushd who______________ in Cordoba was a great polymath. 

A. bear                                        B. born                                           C. was born 

3. Hind ______________ working hard before she did her final test. 

    A. been                                    B. was been                                    C. had been 

4. Khaled ______________ from university by 2014 CE. 

A. graduated                      B. had graduated                   C. was graduating  

5. Before that time, the girl ______________ her parents all the morning with no response. 

    A. had phoned                  B. was phoning                     C. had been phoning 

6. Kids were happy ______________ they had been in a short trip. 

A. after                                  B. before                              C. when 

7. Gamers ______________, after that day, in electronic games. 

A. had played                        B. has played                             C. were playing 

8. Before the end of July of 2003 CE, the girl ___________ several English classes. 

A. had taken                          B. took                               C. was taking 

2. Choose the correct answer.  

1. Before the storm started, we ___________ things well. 

A. prepare             B. prepared            C. prepares           D. had prepared  

2. When they arrived, they had ___________ for the party all the day.  

A. prepare              B. prepared              C. prepares          D. been preparing  
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3. As they were listening to the video podcasts, somebody ___________ on the 

door.  

A. ring                     B. rings                    C. rang                  D. ringing  

4. Sarah had ______________ all the day. 

A. shop                B. shopped                  C. shopping            D. been shopping  

5. My father wanted to know who __________ me the laptop. 

A. give                 B. gives                       C. is giving                D. had given  

6. Many scientific inventions ______________ in the 20th century.  

A. is produced   B are produced            C. was produced      D. were produced 

7. Laila was tired yesterday. She had _______________ all the day.  

A. study            B. been studying          C. were studying       D. was studying  

8. By the time they arrived, they _________________ for the party all the day long.  

A. have been preparing      B. was preparing  C. were preparing  D. had been preparing 

3. Rewrite the following sentences.  

1. Things were moving better, and so we were so thankful. 

Before we ___________________________________________________________ 

2. The parents prepared for the party, and then they announced on what day it was going to be 

held. 

Before the parents __________________________________________________ 

3. Students read the article, and then answered the test. 

Before students ___________________________________________________  

4. The schools were completely satisfied with the teacher, and so, they appointed him. 

Before ____________________________________________________________ 
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4 . Correct the verbs in brackets to complete each of the following sentences . 

1. During the early 2000s, people ___________ (buy) phones in different colors.  

2. As I was writing an email, my laptop (switch) ________________off. 

3. After they had invented software, the first tablet computer ___________ (use) Android 

software. 

4. By 2010 CE, companies________   (sell) more smart phones than PCs. 

5. When they sailed, the father ____ _______(prepare) things for them.  

6. Mahmoud ________________ (walk) home when the rain started. 

7. When the man slept, he had __________ (be, smile) all the day long.  

8. In the past, people _____________ (write) most letters by hand. 

9. In 1943 CE, the company ___________________ (say) that the world needed computers.  
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1. Choose the correct answer.  

1. The country doesn’t usually____________ large investment projects. 

A. develop                                    B. developed                             C. been developing  

2. Have sports and mental exercises been supported into your lifestyle ______________? 

    A. never                                    B. ever                                      C. yet 

3. You have______________ been to here for the last five years. Have you ? 

  A. ever                        B. before                     C. never   

4. Our final project has____________ chosen as the best project. 

A. be                       B. been                      C. being  

5. Many olive trees _____________ in streets every year. 

A. is planted                        B. are planted                           C. were planted  

6. Enough money _____________ recently ______________ by our parents to fund our 

university fees. 

A. had, saved                             B. has, been saved              C. have, been saved 

2. Choose the correct answer.  

1. Jordan _________ recently ___________ online learning at school. 

A. has/used               B. had/used               C. has/used             D. was/used 

2. John __________ nowadays _________ progress in his study.  

A. was/making            B. were/making           C. are/making         D. is/making 

3. The schools in Jordan _________________ exams to measure students’ progress 

nowadays. 

A. do                 B. does                 C. is doing                D. are doing  
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4. Since the beginning of the year, I _____________ extra classes. 

A. had been taking             B. has been taking           C. have been taking          

D. was taking 

5. The government of Jordan __________________ meetings every year. 

A. hold                     B. holds                C. held                  D. holding  

6. Don’t shout! Students ____________ exam. 

A. have taken            B. are taking       C. were taking      D. is taking 

3. Rewrite the following sentences.  

1. Students began taking classes last week. They are still taking them.  

Since last week , _________________________________________  

2. The manager began working at 9:00Am. It's 10:00 Pm and he is still working. 

Since 9.00 Am , ___________________________________________ 
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1. Choose the best answer to complete the following sentences. 

1. The competition ______________ every year.  

(hold, held, is held) 

2. The festival ______________ nowadays by the committee.  

(planned, is being planned, was being planned) 

3. Many important things ___________ in the 20th century.  

( were invented, was invented, is invented) 

2. Choose the best answer to complete the following sentences. 

1. My laptop _____________ usually ____________ by extra usage. 

A. is, discharged                        B. are, discharged                        C. was discharged 

2. Doctors ______________ at him before they decided how to treat him. 

    A. looked                                 B. were looking                             C. had looked 

3. Choose the best answer to complete the following sentences. 

1. Doing sports _______ recently ________ children.  

A. have\entertained        B. is\entertained      C. has\entertained     D. had\entertained  

2. people in Jordan ________ now __________ of learning face-to-face with private 

of English 

A. is caring                B. are caring                    C. was caring            D. were caring 

3. Nowadays, students _______________ on English by giving attention to the 

subjects and the teacher. 

A. focus                     B. focuses                         C. are focusing           D. were focusing 

4. How often _____________ you ____________ the guitar? 

A. does/play               B. do/play                         C. are/playing            D. were/playing  
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5. Farmers __________ rice in Jordan.  

A. didn’t grow              B. don’t grow                C. doesn’t grow  D. aren’t growing 

6. Zaid looks happy. He has ______________ a lot of activities that he likes.  

A. do                           B. doing                         C. be doing                  D. been doing  

7. Samir ___________ lately ____________ to parties late. 

A. have/arrived            B. had/arrived               C. is/arrived                  D. was/arrived 

8. Abdullah _____________ usually _____________ by his teacher in the exam.  

A. are, helped               B. was helped              C. is, helped                 D. were , helped  

9. Ahmad started playing at 9:00. He is still playing. 

A. Since 9:00, Ahmad had been playing.    B. Since 9:00, Ahmad has been playing. 

 C. Since 9:00, Ahmad are been playing.   D. Since 9:00, Ahmad is been playing. 

10. Scientists ___________ new technological ways after 2010CE in medicine. 

A. are using              B. were using               C. was using              D. used 

4 . Correct the verbs in brackets to complete each of the following sentences . 

1. They ________________ (drive) all night when finally they saw the lights of a big city 

schools nowadays.) many (build __________________2. Jordan  

) round the sun.move( ________________3. The earth 

) in Jordan.not/grow( ____________________4. Rice 

) the guitar?play( ________you  ________5. How often 

6. The teacher ______________ already _________ (show) the marks to his students. 

7. The students ______________ now __________________ the English papers. (answer) 

8. Schools which usually ______________ (support) students to honor their teachers are great. 

9. Ramadan is the month that ______________ (celebrate) a value of fasting and patience. 

10. Students at our school ______________ (use) social media very often. 

11. The young people ______________ (be) used to communicating through Internet normally. 

12. Face-to-face meetings _____________ (be, not) usually welcomed by teachers. 
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1. Choose the best answer to complete the following sentences. 

1. The medicine must ______________ on time by the patients. 

A. be taken                        B. been taken                           C. taken 

2. I ______________ a great contract by the manager soon. 

A. will offer                          B. will be offered                      C. will have offered 

3. The police caught the thieves. 

The correct passive form is: 

A. The thieves are caught             B. The thieves is caught  

C. The thieves was caught            D. The thieves were caught 

4. Sami is writing the papers.  

The correct passive form of the sentence is: 

A. The papers is written                 B. The papers are written  

C. The papers is being written       D. The papers are being written 

5. Students were making efforts about their studies. 

The correct passive form of the sentence is: 

A. Efforts are being made about students’ studies  .   

B. Efforts were being made about students’ studies . 

C. Efforts are made about students’ studies . 

D. Efforts were made about students’ studies . 

6. Ahmad studies English well.  

The correct passive of the sentence is: 

A. English is studied well              B. English are studied well 

C. English were studied well         D. English was studied well 

 

Homework 4        -    Passive Voice 
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2. Rewrite the following sentences. 

1. Arab mathematicians invented algebra.  

Algebra ________________________________________________________  

2. The students has recently developed The English skills. 

The English skills________________________________________________ 

3.  Bassam studies English daily. 

English is______________________________________________________ 

4. The house keeper never delays her duties. 

The housekeeper’s duties ________________________________________  

5. The school has started holding the exams. 

Holding the exams ________________________________________________ 

6. Nobody has copied the papers on the disk. 

The papers _______________________________________________________ 

7. The colorful plants inspired the artist to draw his masterpiece painting.  

The artist _______________________________________________________ 

8. Most young people often use social media in their free times. 

Social media  ___________________________________________________ 

9. Traditions harmonize culture with beliefs.                             

Culture ________________________________________________________ 

10. Children have just taken lunch. 

Lunch _________________________________________________________ 

11. The newly-appointed teacher spends time on understanding the school rules. 

Time ______________________  by the newly-appointed teacher. 
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1. Rewrite the following sentences. 

       1. The man has asked the mechanic to fix the car.  

        The man __________________________________________________. 

       2. The girl won’t ask someone to fix her computer.  She will do it by herself.         

       The girl ____________________________________________________. 

3. I have asked Bassam to focus on English.  

I have_______________________________________________________. 

4. She asked me to write the message.  

She________________________________________________________. 

2. Choose the best answer to complete the following sentences. 

1. Hamzeh is writing the papers now. 

The correct passive form of the sentence is: 

A. The papers is being written now  .           B. The papers are being written now. 

C. The papers were being written now  .   D. The papers was being written now. 

2. Abdullah watched the American movie twice.  

The correct passive form of the sentence is:  

A. The American movie were watched twice .    B. The American movie are watched twice. 

C. The American movie is watched twice .          D. The American movie was watched twice. 

3. Rami asked me to explain it.  

The correct causative form of the sentence is: 

A. Rami has it explained   .                      B. Rami had it explained . 

C. Rami had had it explained     .             D. Rami has had it explained. 

4. The members ended the conference on time.  

The correct passive form of the sentence is: 

A. The conference has been ended on time.             B. The conference have been ended on time . 

C. The conference had been ended on time  .           D. The conference was ended on time . 

Homework 5        -    Causative and Passive 
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1. Rewrite the following sentences by which the new sentence is similar in meaning to the 
one before. 
1. It isn’t necessary for Rasha to switch off the screen. 

Rasha_________________________________________________ 

2. You are not allowed to touch this machine.  

You ___________________________________________________ 

3. It’s necessary for Ahmad to study English.  

Ahmad has _____________________________________________ 

4. You are prohibited to begin now.  

You ___________________________________________________ 
5. It is unnecessary for people to arrive to meetings late. 

People _________________________________________________ 
 
6. Perhaps Ahmad is at home. 

Ahmad ________________________________________________ 

7. I was unsure if the girl was studying or not. 

The girl ________________________________________________ 

8. It’s unnecessary for Rami to waste time. 

Rami doesn’t ____________________________________________ 

9. It’s possible that Jane will visit Switzerland next year. 

Jane____________________________________________________  

10. Perhaps she is taking Spanish lessons.  

She_____________________________________________________ 

11. James definitely is eighteen yet! 

James___________________________________________________ 

12. It isn’t necessary for you to bring anything for tea, but thank you . 

You don’t ________________________________________________ 

13. It’s prohibited to carry liquids on the plane. 

You _____________________________________________________  

 

Homework 6              -                    Modals 
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14. I am sure that the weather hasn't been warm. 

The weather can't ______________________________________________  

15. I don’t know if the exam is easy or not. 

The exam  ___________________________________________________ 

16. It is likely to rain next weekend. 

It might _____________________________________________________ 

2. Choose the best answer to complete the following sentences. 

1. Perhaps he is doing great.  

The sentence can be rewritten as: 

A. He can’t be doing great  .               B. He must be doing great. 

C. He might be doing great   .             D. He has to be doing great. 

2. It’s necessary for students to revise for the exams at homes.  

The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is: 

A. Students mustn’t revise for the exams at homes  . 

B. Students must revise for the exams at homes . 

C. Students has to revise for the exams at homes  . 

D. Students had to revise for the exams at homes. 

3. Perhaps it’s Saturday. 

A. It must be Saturday   .           B. It can’t be Saturday. 

C. It has to be Saturday   .         D. It might be Saturday . 

4. It’s necessary for Mohamad to study his subjects. 

 Mohamad ____________________. 

A. mustn’t study his subjects   .              B. don’t have to study his subjects. 

C. doesn’t have to study his subjects  .   D. must study his subjects. 
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5. It’s unnecessary that Rami goes late to school. 

Rami_________________ 

A. mustn’t go late to school   .               B. don’t have to go late to school . 

C. doesn’t have to go late to school  .   D. must go late to school. 

6. Perhaps it’s Friday. 

A. It must be Friday   .             B. It has to be Friday . 

C. It can’t be Friday      .          D. It might be Friday. 

7. It’s necessary for the students to study English.  

Students______________________.  

A. can’t study English  B. might study English   C. has to study English    D. have to study English 

8. It’s unnecessary for Ahmad to watch TV.  

Ahmad_________________  

A. can’t watch TV  . 

B. mustn’t watch TV   . 

C. don’t have to watch TV   . 

D. doesn’t have to watch TV. 

9. It’s not allowed for kids to fail.  

The sentence that has a similar meaning is: 

A. Kids must fail      B. Kids mustn’t fail            C. Kids have to fail           D. Kids has to fail  

3. Choose the correct answer between those A, B or C to complete each of the following 

sentences. 

1. It’s the time to start revising. Students ______________ begin taking extra classes as it’s 

necessary for success. 

A. has to                                          B. don’t have to                          C. must 

2. It’s impossible for people with disabilities to climb mount Everest. They ______________ 

stand the harsh weather. 

A. must                                             B. can’t                                         C. might 
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1. Rewrite the following sentences by which the new sentence is similar in meaning to the 
one before. 
1. Ahmad : “I must learn these words.” 

Ahmad said that ___________________________________ 

2. In our English lessons, we can use a dictionary. 

Students said ______________________________________ 

3. I use technology to help me to do my homework. 

Ali Said ___________________________________________ 

4 .Next year, I will start to learn the violin. 

 Rasha said ________________________________________ 

5. If I had more time, I would learn another language. 

  My friend told me ___________________________________ 

6. If I use a computer, I’ll learn a lot of useful information. 

 She said that ________________________________________ 

7. If the teacher gives us homework today, we will do it before we watch TV. 

 Students said that ___________________________________ 

8. ‘Many computers have filters which stop people seeing certain websites.’ 

He said _____________________________________________ 

9. ‘If they share information on social media with their friends, it might 

be accessed by other people, too.’ 

  It is said that ________________________________________ 

10. ‘On social media, you should only connect to people you know well.’ 

She told me __________________________________________ 

11. “I have to write an essay about it tonight. I think I’m going to need some help.” 

Farida said that _______________________________________ 

Homework 7           Following verbs – Reported speech -   Functions                 

Modals 
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12. “I have to give a talk about the advantages and disadvantages of the Internet next week, so 

I’ll need to prepare it this week.” 

Saleem  Said______________________________________________________ 

13. "When we speak, we should get the audience’s attention". 

The expert told his student _________________________________________ 

14. "It would be better if we had my father’s advice, Ahmad" 

Rasha told Ahmad ________________________________________________  

15. "You are slow. I think we shouldn't waste our time". 

Ahmad told me ___________________________________________________  

16. Ahmad: “I need a new password for my account.” 

Ahmad said that __________________________________________________  

2. Choose the correct answer between those A, B or C to complete each of the following 

sentences. 

1. “There is a wireless network available at school”. 

Rakan told Khaled that there ______________ a wireless network available at school. 

    A. is                               B. was                                C. had been 

2. “My mother will celebrate her birthday next week”. 

Rami said that ______________ her birthday the week after. 

    A. his mother would celebrated    B. his mother would celebrate  C. his mother celebrated 

 3. “The engineers are going to design the new highway next month”. 

The managers said that the engineers ______________ the new highway the following month. 

    A. were going to design        B. had designed          C. are designing 
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4. Ahmad: “I have never worked hard during the summer time”. 

Ahmad said that he ______________ hard during the summer time. 

    A. has never worked           B. have never worked      C. had never worked 

5. “Huda’s grandfather works in his farm during winter”. 

Ali said that Huda’s grandfather ______________ in his farm during winter. 

    A. works                                B. had worked             C. worked 

3. Choose the correct answer between those A, B , C or D to complete each of the 

following sentences. 

1. Sami didn’t study. However, he passed. 

The underlined word has a function that is  ______________. 

A. advice                             B. opposition          C. consequence               D. Reporting information 

2. The teacher recommended ___________ more exercises by students.  

A. do                                B. did               C. doing                     D. done  

3. Rami can’t afford __________ alone.  

A. stand                            B. stands              C. to stand                 D. standing 

4. Ahmad speaks English fluently. ________, he has a degree in Language  

A. Further more         B. Whereas              C. But                        D. However 

5. Sarah ____________ out yesterday. 

A. wants to go            B. wanted to go        C. wants to going        D. wanted go 

6. The fisherman avoided ____________ in shallow water. 

A. fish                 B. to fish                      C. fishing              D. had fishing  
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1. Choose the correct answer between those A, B , C or D to complete each of the 

following sentences. 

1.Mohamad is studying English nowadays. 

The correct passive form of the sentence is: 

A. English is studied nowadays            B. English was studied nowadays  

C. English is being studied nowadays  D. English was being studied nowadays       

2. Rasha feels tired. She has ____________ all the day.  
 

A. been studying                 B. studies 

C. been studied                   D. studying 

3. Rami:” I am living in the city center . 

Rami said that he _________ in the city center.  

A. are living            B. were living  

C. am living            D. was living 

4. It’s unnecessary that students waste time.  

Students ____________ waste time. 

A. don’t have to           B. mustn’t  

C. doesn’t have to       D. can’t  

5. Rami built a new house in the countryside. 

A new house ________ in the countryside. 

A. is built                B. are built 

C. were built          D. was built  

6. Rami didn’t write the paper himself. He had it ______________.  

A. write           B. writes  

C. writing        D. written 

 

 

Homework 8                                                                       Unit one                  
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7. Perhaps it will rain tomorrow. 

It _____________ tomorrow. 

A. must            B. have to 

C. might           D. can’t 

8. You should stop _____________ time. 

A. waste                 B. wastes 

C. wasted               D. wasting 

9. The man didn’t fix the car himself. He had it ___________. 

A. fix             B. fixes 

C. fixed         D. had fixed 

10. Sami didn’t study. However, he passed. 

The underlined word has a function that is  ______________. 

A. advice              B. opposition 

C. consequence   D. reporting information 

11. He was sick yesterday. He ______________ for help. 

A. needs to ask            B. needed to ask  

C. needs asking          D. needed asking 

12. Rami suggested ________________ the medicine. 

A. takes             B. took            C. to take           D. taking 

13. Abdullah was born ________ May, 23. 

A. in            B. on         C. at           D. by  

14.________________ the ‘Internet of Things’ sounds exciting, we should be careful.  

A. Although              B. Despite            C. Therefore             D. However 

15.____________ the recent advances in technology, it is still unreliable and very 
inconvenient. 
 
A. Despite         B. Conversely                             C. But                 D. However 
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2. Complete the sentences with the correct forms of the verbs in brackets. 

1. In honor of Ibn Rushd, scientists ______________ (name) an asteroid at his name. 

(encourage) the teacher to move ahead. _______ ________ 2. Students usually 

unfamiliar now. (use) a language long ago that  is ________________3. People  

4.  English language________________ (consist) of four main skills. 

5. By 2016, solar energy _____________ (replace) electricity. 

6. Don’t make noise! Students ____________________ (take) an exam. 

7. What _______________ you ___________________(study) yesterday at 9.00 Am?  

8. Since 2003 CE , she has ________________________(do) a lot of researches.  

 9. Italians ___________________recently ____________________(develop) a new hand.  

10. Jordanian classrooms _________________now_________________(use) online learning.  

11. Students have _______________________(be use) smart phones for their studies a lot.  

12. The train has _________________________(be , link ) major cities in Japan since 1964. 

13. Nowadays , computers  ____________________ (use) high technology in learning. 

14. For centuries, people had_________________ (be , dream) for the idea of using Internet. 

3. Rewrite the following sentences by which the new sentence is similar in meaning to the 

one before 

1. Ben made a mistake, so he apologized. 

Before Ben ___________________________________________________________  

2. Rami worked on the project. 

The project____________________________________________________________ 
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3. It’s necessary for them to send the message. 

They have ___________________________________________________ 

4. It's necessary for her to call now. 

She has _____________________________________________________ 

5. It’s prohibited for students to smoke at school. 

Students  ___________________________________________________ 

6. I was unsure if it was Friday. Everybody was working. 

It _____________________________________________________ 

7. I am sure that the exam has been easy. 

The exam must _________________________________________ 

8. You should have turned on the privacy settings on your mobile. 

The privacy settings  __________________________________________ 

9. Filters can stop people seeing unsecured sites. 

People  _______________________________________________________ 

10. Khaled: “I had got great news to say now.” 

Khaled told his friend __________________________________________ 

11. Rasha: “If we had an exam, it was better for us to study faster.” 

Rasha said ___________________________________________________  

12. People began using landlines in the past. It’s the modern age and they are still using them.  

Since the past , _______________________________________________ 

13. It’s unnecessary for drivers to drive fast.  

   Drivers don’t________________________________________________ 
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1. Choose the best answer of those A , B or C to complete each of the following sentences. 

1. Rashed_____________ go swimming in the past. 

A. used to                       B. are used to                            C. am used to 

2. When I was young, I______________ on foot to school. 

A. am used to going      B. were used to going               C. was used to going  

3. We needed warm clothes when we went to London. 

We______________ the cold weather. 

A. weren’t used to        B. didn’t use to         C. aren’t used to 

4. My family______________ sharing me in my happiness and my celebrations. 

A. used to         B. are used to            C. didn’t use to 

5. My grandparents didn’t use______________ e-mails in public celebrations. 

A. to send      B. to sending     C. sends 

6. Rashed is used to______________ in hot weather. 

A. go swimming           B. going swimming    C. goes swimming 

7. It’s a calm weather . People are______________ fresh fruits. 

A. used to eating         B. used to eat              C. use to eating 

2. Choose the best answer of those A , B , C or D to complete each of the following 

sentences. 

1- I used to ………………… thirty cigarettes a day.  

a) smoking                         b) be smoking                 c) smoked                 d) smoke  

2- This restaurant ………………………… very good but now, it isn't. 

 a) was used to                   b) used to be                  c) used to was          d) use to be  

3- It is an old habit in my country that people ……………….. drinking tea after each 
meal.  

a) are used to                 b) were used to                c) used to            d) use to  

4- People who are used to ………………. a lot, are called "Talkative".  

a) speak                           b) spoke                        c)speaking                d) spoken  

Homework 9                     Unit two            Habits                                                             
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5. When I was at school, I ____________ time. 

A. am not used to wasting  

B. are not used to wasting  

C. weren’t used to wasting  

D. didn’t use to waste 

6. Where did they ____________ after school? 

A. used to go  

B. use to going  

C. use to go  

D. used to going 

7. Was Ahmad ___________ when he was a child?  

A. used to swim  

B. used to swimming  

C. use to swimming  

D. use to swim 

8. Ahmad is late. He isn’t __________ this late. 

A. use to arrive  

B. used to arrived  

C. used to arriving  

D. used to arrive  

9. It wasn’t familiar to Ahmad to decide his own decisions.  

The sentence that has a similar meaning is: 

A. Ahmad is used to deciding his own decisions  

B. Ahmad isn’t used to deciding his own decisions  

C. Ahmad was used to deciding his own decisions 

D. Ahmad wasn’t used to deciding his own decisions  
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10. It was a habit for Khaled to watch TV. 

The sentence that has a similar meaning is: 

A. Khaled is used to watching TV           B. Khaled used to watch TV 

C. Khaled were used to watching TV      D. Khaled are used to watching TV 

11. It wasn’t normal for Mohamad to drive fast.  

The sentence that has a similar meaning is: 

A. Mohmad is not used to driving fast  

B. Mohamad is used to driving fast  

C. Mohamad used to drive fast 

D. Mohamad didn’t use to drive fast  

12. It was a habit for Rami to drive his car daily.  

The sentence that has a similar meaning is: 

A. Rami is used to driving his car daily          B. Rami didn’t use to drive his car daily  

C. Rami were used to driving his car daily     D. Rami was used to driving his car daily 

3. The following sentences have underlined grammatical mistakes. Correct them. 

1. We were used to travel in summer___________ 

2. Were  you use to going out in hot climates?___________________ 

3. Samir wasn’t used to go out when he was a child.___ __________________ 

4. Zaid’s friends are used to go fishing._________________ . 

5. Most Jordanians nowadays used to the hot weather.______________. 

4. Rewrite the following sentences by which the new sentence is similar in meaning to the 

one before. 

       1. I used to like cartoon films when I was younger. Now  I prefer to watch  action films. 

I am _____________________________________________now.  

2. The boy didn’t habitually get a lot of homework at school. He gets a lot now. 

A. The boy didn’t ______________________________________________. 

B. The boy is ________________________________________________.  
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3. It is normal for my children now to eat fresh vegetables. 

My children__________________________________________________. 

4. It is normal for my younger brother to use his electronic dictionary. 

My younger brother___________________________________________. 

5. It is normal for my grandfather to have nothing to do all the day long. 

My grandfather______________________________________________. 

6. It is normal for my friend now to send e-mails. 

My friend__________________________________________________.  

7. It was late. Mohammed wasn’t familiar to go back that late. 

Mohammed didn’t __________________________________________ . 

8. It is normal for me now to get up early to study. 

I am ______________________________________________________. 

9. It was familiar for him to work hard. 

He used ___________________________________________________. 

10. Is it normal for you to live in a hot weather? 

Are you ___________________________________________________. 

11. It was not normal for me to arrive late. 

I didn’t ____________________________________________________. 

5. Complete the sentences with the correct forms of the verbs in brackets. 

1. Salma is _______________ (not/use/swim) now. 

2. Where did they________________ (use, go) after school? 
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1. Choose the correct answer of these A,B or C to complete each of the following 

sentences. 

1. Tomorrow is a holiday and the plane to Aqaba ______________ at 9.00. 

    A. will leave             B. leaves       C. is going to leave 

2. What time ______________ your train ______________ tomorrow? 

    A. does, leave    B. will, leave                 C. will, have left 

3. Next Sunday, John ______________ the contract. 

    A. will sign                       B. is signing                 C. will have signed 

4. Students think that the school ______________ a good place for learning in the 
future. 

    A. was                        B. will be    C. will have been 

5. By the end of this month, we______________ in this house for a year. 

    A. have lived   B. lived             C. will have lived 

6. Look at the black sky! It ______________ to rain. 

    A. goes              B. is going             C. was going 

7. In 30 years time, scientists ______________ a cure for cancer. 

    A. found    B. find                        C. will have found 

8. This time next year, students will ______________ for their final exams. 

    A. prepare                      B. be preparing            C. have prepared 

9. Next month, our family will ______________ in this house for a year. 

    A. lived              B. living              C. have lived 

10. Will you ______________ your homework by seven o’clock? 

    A. do              B. be doing     C. have done 

 

 

Homework 10                          Unit three                Future                                                              
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2. Choose the best answer of those A , B , C or D to complete each of the following 

sentences. 

1. I promise I _________ you doing it soon. 

A. will help                  B. will have helped         C. will be helping          D. help  

2. In two days time, the government _______ online learning in schools. 

A. will be using            B. will have used             C. will use                    D. is going to use 

3. By two years later, some students will ___________ at university.  

A. be                           B. be being                      C. have been                D. been  

4. In a year time, Ahmad _________ at university. 

A. will study               B. will be studying             C. will have studied     D. is going to study  

5. On Tuesday, John _______________ the contract. 

A. is signing              B. will sign                          C. will be signing        D. will have signed  

6.By two weeks, everything will __________ great. 

A. be                        B. be being                          C. have been               D. has been 

7. In a year time, Ahmad ___________ of all of his studies. 

A. will complete         B. will be completing          C. will have completed  D. will completes 

8. Next Sunday, Bassam ___________ all of his thoughts. 

A. will improve           B. will have improved      C. will be improving        D. is improving 

9. Next year, Bassam _________ at university of his choice.  

A. will be                   B. is                                   C. will be being              D. will have been 

10. The book you ordered will _____________ by next week. 

A. arrive                 B. arrived                            C. arriving                        D. have arrived 
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3. Complete the sentences with the correct forms of the verbs in brackets. 

1. By 2033CE, the new motorway________________ (open) new job vacancies. 

2. By the time we get to the station tomorrow , the train will_________already_______ (go). 

3. What time________________ your school________________ (begin) next year? 

4. I have called John. I________________ (visit) him on Sunday. 

5. I think the weather________________ (be) good tomorrow. 

6. This jacket is nice. I________________ (take) it soon. 

7. The sky is cloudy. It________________ (rain) soon. 

4. Rewrite the following sentences by which the new sentence is similar in meaning to the 

one before. 

1. Sami intends to finish early. 

Sami is ________________________________________________________________ 

2. Sarah is planning to write the sentences. 

Sarah is _______________________________________________________________ 

3. I plan to achieve my goals soon. 

I am ___________________________________________________________________ 

4. Do you intend to buy tickets for the play? 

Are you ______________________________________________________________?  

 

5. There is one mistake in the verb tenses in each of the four conversations below. Rewrite 

the verb in the correct tense. 

1. A: What do you think you will be doing in two years’ time? 

    B: I think I will be living in Karak, and I will study Geography. 

___________________________________________________________ 

2. A: Don’t phone me at seven. I’ll have dinner with my family. 

    B: OK, I’ll phone at nine. 

___________________________________________________________ 

 
3. A: What time will you get here tomorrow? 
    B: At about three, I think. I’ll be texting you the exact time later. 
___________________________________________________________ 

4.  A: Please be quiet when you come home tonight. The baby will sleep. 
     B: Don’t worry. I won’t forget.  

___________________________________________________________  
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1. Choose the best answer of those A , B , C or D to complete each of the following 

sentences. 

1. Students are __________ reading and understanding. 

A. silence                B. silently                 C. silent                 D. silences     

2. Many advertisements are usually presented in an ______________ manner on TV.  

A. attract                 B. attractive              C. attractively        D. attraction 

3. Being native speaker means that you are ____________ in using the language.  

A. fluency             B. fluent                  C. fluently         D. fluentially                                                                          

4. Look at the  ___________ in the city, it’s fabulous. 

A. install                 B. installs                    C. installation       D. installed  

5. The local economies overwhelmingly ____________ on oil and gas extraction.  

A. depending       B. depends            C. dependent       D. depend  

6. If you want to be _________ , you need to get a good education . 

A. successful       B. success            C. succeed           D. successfully  
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1. Rewrite the following sentences by which the new sentence is similar in 

meaning to the one before.  

1. The Second World War ended in 1945 CE. 

The year ______________________________________________ 

2. Petra was made a World Heritage Site in 1985 CE. 

The year ______________________________________________ 

3. My neighbor’s generosity impresses me more than anything else. 

The thing that __________________________________________ 

4. Taha Hussein is especially famous for his work in literature. 

It is __________________________________________________  

5. The first athletic event for disabled athletes took place in 1948 CE. 

The year _____________________________________________  

6. Ramadan is the time of fasting. 

The month which _____________________________________ 

7. Amman is a crowded city. 

The city which ______________________________________ 

8.  London is a huge city. It’s the capital of the UK.  

London ,___________________________________________ 

Homework 12                          Unit four               Cleft sentences                                                            
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9. The schools’ managers are great. They welcome the teacher cheerfully. 

The schools’ managers, __________________________________ 

10. People have fun in Malls. 

The place ______________________________________________ 

11. The questions are answered by the teacher. 

The things _____________________________________________ 

12. The exams happen during June. 

The month _____________________________________________ 

13. Adnan is a Jordanian artist. 

It is ___________________________________________________ 

14. The Sahara desert is very hot. It is in Africa. 

The Sahara desert, _________________________________________ 

15. Aqaba has a hot climate. It is a seaside city. 

Aqaba,  __________________________________________________ 
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2. Choose the best answer of those in brackets. 

1. The person ____________ has influenced me most is my father. 

(which, who, when, whose) 

2. The students, ____________ cleaned the street, are from our school. 

(which, who, when, whose) 

3. The prize ____________ Huda won last year was for art. 

(who, where, when, which) 

4. That is the school ____________ he studies . 

(where , which , when ) 

 

5. The way ____________ I speak English is great.  

(in which, when, what) 

 

6. The subject ____________ I like most of all is English.  

(when, which, whose) 

3. Choose the best answer of those A , B , C or D to complete each of the following 

sentences. 

1. Jordan was built 100 years ago.  

The sentence that emphasizes the underlined words is: 

A. It was 100 years ago that Jordan was built in . 

B. It is 100 years ago that Jordan was built in. 

C. It was Jordan that was built 100 years ago . 

D. It is Jordan that was built 100 years ago. 

2. The person _________ helps me most is my mother. 

A. which          B. whose              C. who                D. where 

3. Arithmetic is the subject _________ deals with numbers. 

A. who            B. which           C. whose           D. where 
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Answers  
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1. C           2. C              3. C             4. B                  5. C            6. A          7. A          8. A  

 

1. D              2. D               3. C             4. D                     5. D           6. D       7. B       8. D 

 

1. were so thankful, things had been moving better. 

2. announced on what day it was going to be held, they had prepared for the party. 

3. answered the test, they had read the article.  

4. the schools appointed the teacher, they had been completely satisfied with him. 

 

1. bought              2. switched                 3. used            4. had sold           5. had prepared  

6. was walking          7. been smiling           8. wrote             9. said 

 

 

 

 

1. A         2. C               3. C              4. B            5. B            6. B 

 

1. C         2. D                3. D             4. C                5. B            6. B 

 

1. students have been taking classes.  

2. the manager has been working.  

HW 1 

1 

2 

3 

4 

HW 2 

1 

2 

3 
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1. is held            2. is being planned            3. were invented 

 

1. A               2. C 

 

1. C   2. B             3. C            4. B               5. B           6. D       7. A        8. C     9. B      10. D  

 

1. had been driving      2. is building        3. moves           4. doesn’t grow          5. do, play  

6. has, showed            7. are, answering       8. support         9. celebrates  

10. use                11. are                  12. are not 

 

 

 

 1. A            2. B               3. D            4. D           5. A          6. A 

 

1. was invented (by Arab mathematicians). 

2. have recently been developed (by the students). 

3. studied daily ( by Bassam).  

4. are never delayed. 

5. has been started (by the school). 

6. on the disk have not been copied (by anybody).  

7. was inspired to draw his masterpiece painting.  

8. is often used in their free times.  

9. is harmonized with beliefs. 

10. has just been taken (by children). 

11. is spent on understanding the school rules.  

HW 3 

1 

2 

3 

4 

HW 4 

1 

2 
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1. has had the car fixed.             2. won’t have her computer fixed.  

3. had English focused on.         4. had the message written. 

 

1. B             2. D          3. B          4. D  

 

 

1 doesn’t have to switch off the screen.     2. mustn’t touch this machine.                 

3. to study English.            4. mustn’t begin now.                    

5. don’t have to arrive to meetings late.              6. might be at home.                      

7. (might/might not) have been studying.       8. have to waste time.                          

 9. might visit Switzerland next year.       10. might be taking Spanish lessons.    

11. must be eighteen yet!                     12. have to bring anything for tea.         

13. mustn’t carry liquids on the plane.  

14. have been warm.                           15. might not be easy.             

16. rain next weekend.  

 

 1. C            2. B           3. D            4. D         5. C               6. D           7.  D       8. D         9. B 

 

1. C           2. B  

 

 

 

 

 

HW 5 

1 

2 

HW 6 

1 

2 

3 
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1. he had to learn those words. 

2. that in their English lessons, they could use a dictionary.  

3. that he used technology to help him to do this homework.  

4. that the following year, she would start to learn the violin.  

5. that if he/she had had more time, he/she would learn another language.  

6. if she used a computer, she would learn a lot of useful information. 

7. if the teacher gave them homework that day, they would do it before they watched TV.  

8. that many computers had filters which stopped people seeing certain websites. 

9. if they shared information on social media with their friends, it might be accessed by other 

people too.  

10. that on social media, I should only connect to people I knew well.  

11. she had to write an essay about it that night. She thought she was going to need some help.  

12. that he had to give a talk about the advantages and disadvantages of the internet the 

following week , so he would need to prepare it that week. 

13. that when they spoke, they should get audience’s attention.  

14. that it would be better if they had had her father’s advice. 

15. that I was slow. He thought they shouldn’t waste their time. 

16. he needed a new password for his account. 

 

 1. B          2. B              3. A                4. C            5. C 

 

 1.B            2. C               3. C             4. A           5. B              6. C 

 

 

 

HW 7 

1 

2 

3 
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1. C               2. A                 3. D                4. A               5. D             6. D  

7. C               8. D                   9. C             10. B                11. A        12. D  

13. B            14. A                   15. A 

 

1. named               2. encourage             3. used             4. consists 

5. had replaced       6. are taking            7. were / doing  

8. been doing           9. have, developed       10. are/using         11. been using  

12. been linking           13. are using         14. been dreaming 

  

1. apologized, he had made a mistake.        2. was worked on  

3. to send the message           4. to call now.  

5. mustn’t smoke at school.         6. might have been Friday  

7. have been easy             8. should have been turned on on your mobile.  

9. can be stopped seeing unsecured sites.  10. that he had got great news to say then. 

11. that if they had had an exam, it had been better for them to study faster. 

12. people have been using land lines.           13. have to drive fast. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HW 8 

1 

2 

3 
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1. A              2. C          3. A             4. B             5. A              6. B          7. A 

 

1. D           2. B            3. A                 4. C            5. D     6. C          7. B             8. C                 

 9. D            10. B        11. D           12. D 

 

1. used to             2. you used to            3. didn’t use to          4. used to       5. are used to 

 

1. used to watching action films. 

2. A. use to get a lot of homework at school. 

    B. used to getting a lot now. 

3. are used to eating fresh vegetables.           4. is used to using his electronic dictionary. 

5. is used to having nothing to do all the day long.           6. is used to sending e-mails.  

7. use to go back that late.               8. used to getting up early to study.  

9. to work hard.                                10. used to living in a hot weather? 

11. use to arrive late. 

 

1. not used to swimming              2. use to go  

 

 

 

 

 

 

HW 9 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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1. B          2. A             3. B            4. B          5. C          6.B           7.C               8. B     9. C    10. C 

 

1. A              2. A                   3. C                4. B              5. A                 6. C  

7. C               8. D                    9. A                     10. D 

 

1. will have opened         2. have, gone              3. Does , begin        4. going to visit/ am visiting 

5. will be         6. am going to take/ will take            7. is going to rain 

 

1. going to finish early.         2. going to write the sentences.     

3. going to achieve my goals soon.           4. going to buy tickets for the play? 

 

 

1. will be studying        2. will be having             3. will you have got          4. will be sleeping  

 

 

  

 

1. B             2. B                3. B              4. C              5. D                    6.A 

 

 

 

 

 

HW 10 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
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1. when the second world war ended was 1945 CE. 

2. when Petra was made world heritage site was 1985 CE. 

3. impresses me more than anything else is my neighbor’s generosity. 

4. Taha Hussein who/that is especially famous for his work in literature. 

5. when the first athletic event for disabled athletes took place was 1948 CE.  

 6. is the time of fasting is Ramadan. 

7. is a crowded city is Amman. 

8. which is the capital of the UK ,  is a huge city.  

9. who welcome the teacher cheerfully, are great.  

10. where people have fun is Malls. 

11. which are answered by the teacher are the questions. 

12. when the exams happen is June.  

13. Adnan who/that is a Jordanian artist. 

14. which is in Africa, is very hot. 

15. which is a seaside city, has a hot climate.  

 

1. who            2. who              3. which       4. where             5. in which             6. which 

 

1. B     2. C    3. B 

HW 12 

1 

2 

3 


